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Abstract

In recent years, the pattern of news consump-
tion has been changing. The most popular mul-
timedia news formats are now multimodal – the
reader is often presented not only with a textual
article but also with a short, vivid video. To
draw the attention of the reader, such video-
based articles are usually presented as a short
textual summary paired with an image thumb-
nail. In this paper, we introduce MLASK1

(MultimodaL Article Summarization Kit) –
a new dataset of video-based news articles
paired with a textual summary and a cover pic-
ture, all obtained by automatically crawling
several news websites. We demonstrate how
the proposed dataset can be used to model the
task of multimodal summarization by training
a Transformer-based neural model. We also
examine the effects of pre-training when the us-
age of generative pre-trained language models
helps to improve the model performance, but
(additional) pre-training on the simpler task of
text summarization yields even better results.
Our experiments suggest that the benefits of
pre-training and using additional modalities in
the input are not orthogonal.

1 Introduction

Automatic summarization is one of the basic tasks
both in Natural Language Processing – text summa-
rization – and in Computer Vision – video summa-
rization. Multimodal summarization (MMS) builds
a bridge between those two fields.

Early works on multimodal summarization ex-
plored the usage of the secondary modality as an
auxiliary source of information to guide the refine-
ment process of the main modality. Li et al. (2017)
collected videos and news articles covering a hand-
crafted list of recent significant world events by
querying a web search engine and trained a model
to mimic the reference summaries written by hu-
man annotators. Zhu et al. (2018) were the first to

1https://github.com/ufal/MLASK

introduce the task of Multimodal Summarization
with Multimodal Output (MSMO). They collected
a large-scale dataset of news articles paired with
corresponding images and trained a system to gen-
erate a textual summary and choose a single image
as a pictorial summary. By introducing the multi-
modal output, a uni-modal solution was no longer
sufficient as a baseline. Building upon this, Li et al.
(2020b) extended the task to video-based MSMO.
Based on a textual document and a short video clip,
besides generating the textual summary, the system
was also challenged to select a single frame from
the video as a cover picture.

We believe there is still a lot of questions that
remain unanswered, e.g.: How to evaluate multi-
modal outputs? or How to approach pre-training?
In this paper, we contribute to the area of video-
based MSMO (VMSMO) by: 1) introducing a full-
scale VMSMO dataset in Czech, extending the very
limited available resources for this task to a new
language; 2) exploring the pre-training strategies
by transferring knowledge from the simpler task
of text-to-text summarization; 3) re-defining the
training labels to consider intra-video similarities;
4) proposing a human evaluation framework for
assessing the quality of VMSMO.

2 Related Work

In our work, we build upon recent advances in three
fields: text summarization, video summarization,
and multimodal summarization.

2.1 Text Summarization

Text summarization aims to automatically produce
a short fluent summary that preserves the crucial
information from the source document(s). Histor-
ically, a majority of works focused on the news
domain and English language (Nallapati et al.,
2016; Grusky et al., 2018; Fabbri et al., 2019). Re-
cently, new research directions, such as multilin-
gual summarization (Scialom et al., 2020; Varab
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and Schluter, 2021) or dialogue summarization,
(Gliwa et al., 2019; Zhong et al., 2021) have been
explored. Fabbri et al. (2021) benchmarked over 20
recent summarization models and concluded that
the abstractive summaries produced by pre-trained
generative languages models fine-tuned on summa-
rization datasets (Zhang et al., 2020; Lewis et al.,
2020) consistently performed best with regards to
both automatic metrics and human evaluation.

2.2 Video Summarization

Video summarization aims to refine the video con-
tent by either choosing a set of the most repre-
sentative frames, known as a video storyboard, or
selecting short video fragments, known as a video
skim. As noted in the recent survey (Apostolidis
et al., 2021), in both cases, the usual approach is
to start with modeling the frame-level importance
scores, which can then be aggregated to segment-
level scores.

Contrary to text summarization, abstractive ap-
proaches that generate the summary from scratch
are yet to be explored. The most relevant to our
work are the recent publications on query-based
video summarization, e.g., Li et al. (2023) and
Huang et al. (2021), that use a text-based input
to enrich frame-level representations and guide the
summarization towards a user-specified query.

2.3 Multimodal Summarization

Previous works (e.g., Li et al., 2017, 2018; Palaskar
et al., 2019) explored the addition of multimodal
information such as video or audio transcript to
enrich the textual document, aiming to generate
better textual summaries. Zhu et al. (2018), who
introduced the MSMO task, trained a model that
jointly generated text and selected the most rele-
vant image from a pre-defined set of images. Li
et al. (2020b) and Fu et al. (2021) were the first
to tackle the VMSMO problem. In their work, the
cover picture choice was modeled as a frame selec-
tion problem. In the follow-up work (Tang et al.,
2022), a video-article pair was summarized as a
single frame and a one-sentence summary using
an optimal transport-based unsupervised training
strategy.

3 MLASK Dataset

Previous works on MMS operated on datasets in
either English (Li et al., 2017, 2018; Palaskar et al.,
2019; Fu et al., 2021; Tang et al., 2022) or Chinese

Mean Q1 Median Q3

Title 11.16 ± 2.78 9 11 13
Abstract 33.40 ± 13.86 22 32 43
Article 276.96 ± 191.74 154 231 343

Table 1: Quantitative statistics of the lengths of titles,
abstracts, and full texts (measured in the number of
tokens) for the MLASK dataset. Q1 and Q3 denote the
first and the third quartile, respectively.

(Li et al., 2020b; Li et al., 2020a). To extend the
available resources, we collected a new dataset in a
different language – Czech, a West Slavic language
with a rich system of morphology and a relatively
flexible word order.

3.1 Data Preparation

The steps taken while preparing the dataset are:
1. Two Czech websites publishing news articles

accompanied with a video clip, textual sum-
mary, and a cover picture were identified.

2. Based on the HTML structure of each website,
the articles accompanied by a video clip (mp4)
and a cover picture (jpeg) were downloaded.

3. From each relevant article, its title, abstract,
and full text were extracted.

4. The following documents were dropped:
• with videos longer than 5 minutes;
• with full text shorter than 50 words or

longer than 2,000 words;
• with abstract shorter than 10 words or

longer than 80 words;
• with title shorter than 2 words;
• with either the full text or abstract

identified as non-Czech by the langid2

language-identifier.
5. Every video was re-sampled to the same frame

rate (25 fps) and resized to the same resolution
(1280x720).

3.2 Dataset Size Statistics

In total, the collected dataset contains 41,243 in-
stances, all including the article’s text, title, ab-
stract, video, and cover picture. The quantita-
tive statistics of the data are displayed in Table 1.
The average video duration is 85.58 seconds. For
comparison, we also report the statistics of other
datasets proposed for the VMSMO task so far (Ta-
ble 2).

2https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py
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Dataset #Articles Article Length Summary Length Video Length Language
VMSMO (Li et al., 2020b) 184,920 97 11 60s Chinese
MM-AVS (Fu et al., 2021) 2,173 685 57 109s English
XMSMO-News (Tang et al., 2022) 4,891 102 12 346s English
MLASK (this paper) 41,243 277 33 86s Czech

Table 2: Comparison of the datasets introduced for the VMSMO task. The concrete statistics are reported as
averages computed over the whole corpus. For the textual part, we report the average number of tokens.

4 Multimodal Summarization

In our experiments, a video-based news article is
represented by a pair (V,X). V corresponds to
the video input – a sequence of frames: V =
(v1, v2, . . . , vN ). X is the news article presented
as a sequence of tokens: X = (x1, x2, . . . , xM ).
We assume that for each article, there is a ground-
truth textual summary Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yL) and a
ground-truth cover picture P . The task is to gen-
erate a textual summary Ŷ that includes the main
points of the article and to choose a frame v̂ to act
as a cover picture (pictorial summary).

4.1 Overview

The proposed MMS model (see Figure 1) is struc-
tured into three parts: Feature Encoder composed
of a text, video, and frame encoder, Cross-modal In-
teraction Module fusing the visual and textual rep-
resentations, and Multimodal Decoder responsible
for the summary generation and frame selection.

4.2 Feature Encoder

The Feature Encoder consists of a text encoder,
video encoder, and frame encoder:

Text Encoder. We use the Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) encoder model to map the textual
news article into the sequence of token embeddings
(Eq. 1). Following the findings of Yu et al. (2021),
we use the pre-trained mT5 model (Xue et al., 2021)
to initialize its weights. We examine the influence
of task-specific pre-training (Section 6.3) by fine-
tuning the mT5 model on the simpler task of text-
to-text summarization.

Xenc = TransformerEncoder(X) (1)

Video Encoder. The news videos in our dataset
are several minutes long and consist of hundreds
of frames. To incorporate the short-term tempo-
ral dependencies, we employ the 3D convolutional
networks. In our experiments, we segment the
video into non-overlapping sequences of frames

and use the 3D CNN network for feature extrac-
tion (Eq. 2). As the feature extractors, we use
the R(2+1)D model trained by Ghadiyaram et al.
(2019) for video action recognition on weakly-
supervised social-media videos and the visual com-
ponent of the S3D Text-Video model trained in a
self-supervised manner by Miech et al. (2020) on
the HowTo100M dataset (Miech et al., 2019). To
incorporate the long-term temporal dependencies,
we process the sequence of video features with the
Transformer encoder model (Eq. 3).

Venc = 3D-CNN(V ) (2)

Venc = TransformerEncoder(Venc) (3)

Frame Encoder. To be able to choose a specific
frame as a cover picture, frame-level representa-
tions are needed. In our experiments, we sample
one of every 25 frames as the cover picture can-
didates (1 frame per second). We examine the us-
age of EfficientNet (Tan and Le, 2019) and Vision
Transformer (Dosovitskiy et al., 2021) as feature
extractors. Both were trained for image classifica-
tion on ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015). To
put the representations into context, we process the
sequence of frame features with the Transformer
encoder model (Eq. 5).

Vframe = CNN(Sample(V )) (4)

Vframe = TransformerEncoder(Vframe) (5)

Before applying the Transformer encoder, we
project both the video and frame features into the
same dimension as the hidden states of the text
encoder. When used in a single model, the two sets
of features are concatenated before projecting.

4.3 Interaction Module
Following Yu et al. (2021), who examined differ-
ent ways of injecting visual information into pre-
trained generative language models, we employ the
multi-head attention (MHA) based fusion to obtain
the vision-guided text representation and perform
the fusion after the last encoder layer (Eq. 6–9).
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed MMS model for multimodal summarization.

Q = XencWq, Q ∈ RM×d (6)

K = VencWk, K ∈ RN ′×d (7)

V = VencWv, V ∈ RN ′×d (8)

X̃enc = MHA(Q,K, V ), X̃enc ∈ RM×d (9)

As suggested by Liu et al. (2020), we use the
forget gate (FG) mechanism so that the model can
filter out low-level cross-modal adaptation informa-
tion (Eq. 10).

X̂enc = FG(Xenc, X̃enc), X̂enc ∈ RM×d (10)

We use the same MHA mechanism to obtain the
text+video guided frame representations V̂frame

by substituting the Xenc with Vframe in Eq. 6 and
Venc with X̂enc in Eq. 7 and Eq. 8.

4.4 Multimodal Decoder
To generate the textual summary, we use the stan-
dard Transformer decoder initializing its weights
from the mT5 checkpoint. We use the vision-
guided text representation X̂enc as the input
(Eq. 11) and train it using the standard negative
log-likelihood loss (NLLLoss) w.r.t. the target se-
quence Y (Eq. 12).

Ŷ = TransformerDecoder(X̂enc) (11)

Ltext = NLLLoss(Ŷ , Y ) (12)

To obtain the labels C for cover picture (cover
frame) selection, we compute the cosine similarity
between the CNN features of the reference cover

picture and the candidate frames. The similarity
of over 99.99% of instances was in the [0,1] range,
and the remaining negative values were mapped
to 0. The previous works (Li et al., 2020b; Fu
et al., 2020) regarded the frame with the maximum
cosine similarity as ground-truth and others as neg-
ative samples (Cmax). After examining the cosine
similarity patterns (Figure 2), we noticed that the
per-video similarity has often either more than one
peak, or there are consecutive sequences of frames
with very similar scores (capturing a still scene).
Our intuition was that this may harm the model per-
formance – very similar frames might be labeled as
both positive and negative examples. To overcome
this issue, besides the binary labels Cmax, we intro-
duce the smooth labels Csmooth that assign to each
frame its cosine similarity score with the reference
cover picture.

We use a projection matrix to map the text+video
guided frame representations V̂frame to a single
dimension (Eq. 13) and train (Eq. 14) using the
binary cross-entropy loss (BCELoss). The target
labels C are either Cmax or Csmooth. We train the
whole model end-to-end by minimizing the sum of
losses L (Eq. 15).

Ĉ = V̂frameWp, Wp ∈ Rd×1 (13)

Limage = BCELoss(Ĉ, C) (14)

L = Ltext + Limage (15)
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Figure 2: Three examples of cosine similarity plots
between CNN features of the reference cover picture
and all candidate frames from the video. The examples
were chosen manually to present three different video
similarity patterns: with a single peak (red), with more
than one peak (blue), and with a consecutive sequence
of frames having very similar scores (violet).

5 Experiment Setup

5.1 Dataset
In our experiments, we perform the train-
ing/dev/test splits of the MLASK dataset following
the chronological ordering based on publication
date. We use the articles published in the first half
(Jan–Jun) of 2021 for validation (2,482 instances)
and the ones published in the second half (Jul–Dec)
of 2021 and the beginning (Jan–Feb) of 2022 for
testing (2,652 instances). The remaining data is
used for training (36,109 instances).

5.2 Implementation
We implement our experiments in PyTorch Light-
ning3 and use the mT5-small variant (300M train-
able parameters) provided via the Transformers
(Wolf et al., 2020) package. Following Yu et al.
(2021), we use two separate 4-layer encoders with
8 attention heads to contextualize the video and
frame representations (Eq. 5 and Eq. 3). As video
feature extractors, we use the R(2+1)D 34-layer
IG-65M4 and S3D_HowTo1005 models to encode
sequences of the length of 32 frames. To extract
frame-level features, we utilize the EfficientNet-B4
variant from the torchvision package and the vit-

3https://github.com/PyTorchLightning/
pytorch-lightning

4https://github.com/moabitcoin/
ig65m-pytorch

5https://github.com/antoine77340/
S3D_HowTo100M

base-patch32-224-in21k variant of Vision Trans-
former provided by Hugging Face (Wolf et al.,
2020). We follow the suggested pre-processing
(e.g., re-scaling) for each feature extractor indepen-
dently. The total number of trainable parameters is
equal to approximately 323M.

5.3 Hyper-parameters

We train the multimodal model using the Adam op-
timizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with β1 = 0.9 and
β2 = 0.98. We increase the learning rate linearly
for the first 8,000 steps (0 to 5e-4) and then fol-
low an inverse square root decay schedule. Since
both the text encoder and decoder are pre-trained,
we freeze them for the first 2 epochs. We limit
the document size to 1,536 sub-word tokens and
the summary length to 256 tokens. We train all
the models for 50 epochs with an early stopping
applied if ROUGE-L (see Section 5.4) does not
improve on the dev-set for 5 consecutive epochs.
During decoding, we use the best checkpoint with
respect to ROUGE-L, utilizing beam search with
the beam size of 4, length penalty of 1.0, and rep-
etition penalty (Keskar et al., 2019) of 2.5. We
select the cover frame by applying argmax to the
projected representations (Eq. 13). We employ
gradient accumulation to train with the effective
batch size of 32. Each model is trained on a single
GeForce RTX 3090 GPU, and the average training
time is roughly 36 hours.

5.4 Evaluation Metrics

Most existing implementations of ROUGE (Lin,
2004), a standard metric used to evaluate summa-
rization, are English-specific and utilize e.g., an
English stemmer and stop words. Since our dataset
is in Czech, following the work of Straka et al.
(2018), we evaluate the model performance with
language-agnostic variants of ROUGE6 reporting
the F1 scores (ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L).

To estimate the quality of cover frame selection,
we follow Fu et al. (2020) and report the cosine
similarity (CosSim) between the reference cover
picture and the chosen cover frame. To have a
better understanding of the model performance,
we also follow Li et al. (2020b) and report Re-
call@k (R@k)7 considering the frame closest to the
ground-truth as a positive example. To evaluate the

6https://lindat.cz/repository/xmlui/
handle/11234/1-2615

7https://github.com/Lightning-AI/
metrics
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DEV
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L CosSim R@5 R@10 KC PC

RandomT 13.92 1.63 9.02 - - - - -
Lead3 15.47 2.32 10.25 - - - - -
Oracle 22.92 5.37 18.28 - - - - -
mT5-MLASK 18.25 4.14 13.07 - - - - -
mT5-SumeCzech 19.18 4.53 13.76 - - - - -
RandomV - - - 0.335 0.092 0.182 0.000 0.000
MMS 18.34 4.12 13.26 0.563 0.206 0.339 0.303 0.465
+ Masked Video 17.70 3.84 12.81 0.548 0.191 0.320 0.275 0.439
− IG-65M 17.74 3.89 12.95 0.558 0.200 0.323 0.290 0.456
− S3D 17.82 3.88 12.93 0.530 0.187 0.321 0.260 0.428
− Effnet 18.07 4.04 13.13 0.589 0.160 0.280 0.211 0.328
− ViT 17.69 3.71 12.82 0.527 0.192 0.320 0.309 0.488
+ SumeCzech 19.64 4.95 14.32 0.551 0.192 0.319 0.274 0.440
+ Smooth Labels 19.73 4.97 14.34 0.562 0.202 0.332 0.295 0.458
+ Masked Video 19.74 5.02 14.34 0.561 0.197 0.331 0.290 0.452

TEST
MMS 18.45 4.29 13.42 0.552 0.183 0.321 0.306 0.447
+ Masked Video 17.65 3.95 12.88 0.542 0.187 0.332 0.283 0.422
− IG-65M 17.81 4.02 13.07 0.548 0.186 0.321 0.296 0.437
− S3D 17.89 4.03 13.03 0.531 0.177 0.316 0.264 0.408
− Effnet 18.21 4.28 13.37 0.582 0.157 0.279 0.216 0.311
− ViT 17.78 3.94 13.00 0.509 0.176 0.311 0.303 0.452
+ SumeCzech 19.58 4.95 14.30 0.541 0.181 0.318 0.278 0.420
+ Smooth Labels 19.74 4.90 14.34 0.551 0.188 0.330 0.299 0.444
+ Masked Video 19.69 4.91 14.38 0.553 0.184 0.326 0.300 0.439

Table 3: Evaluation on the dev-set and test-set of MLASK. See Section 5.4 for the metrics description. The figures
are averaged over three runs with different seeds. The three highest-scoring systems in each column are bolded
independently for test-set and dev-set.

frame scoring at even coarser video-level granular-
ity, we report Kendall’s Tau (KC) and Pearson (PC)
correlation coefficients8 to measure the correlation
of ordering based on the projected representations
(Eq. 13) with the absolute frame ordering based on
similarity with the ground-truth picture.

6 Experiments

We analyze several aspects of the proposed model:
First, we study the effect of the visual features. Sec-
ond, we analyze the contribution of pre-training the
model on text-only summarization data. Third, we
exploit the smooth frame labels to further improve
the model. The results are presented in Table 3.

6.1 Baselines

To put our experiments into context, we first re-
port the performance of several text-only baselines:
RandomT extracts three random sentences from the
article and Lead3 extracts three initial sentences
(trivial baselines); Oracle takes three sentences
that maximize ROUGE-L with the ground-truth

8https://github.com/scipy/scipy

abstract (the upper bound for extractive summa-
rization); mT5-MLASK is the output of the mT5
model fine-tuned on the textual part of the MLASK
training set and mT5-SumeCzech is the mT5 model
fine-tuned on the SumeCzech (Section 6.3) dataset
(abstractive summarization baselines). There is
also a video-only baseline RandomV, which per-
forms random frame ordering.

Unsurprisingly, both mT5 variants outperform
the trivial baselines (RandomT, Lead3), but their re-
sults are still far below the Oracle performance. Us-
ing larger training data (SumeCzech has roughly 20
times more documents than MLASK) improves the
performance by approximately 1 ROUGE point.

6.2 Visual features

In Section 4.2, we proposed to employ two different
visual features for both video and image feature
extraction. The system exploiting all the features
is denoted as MMS in Table 3. It achieves slightly
higher scores than mT5-MLASK (dev-set ROUGE-
1: 18.25 → 18.34, ROUGE-L: 13.07 → 13.26) but
lags behind the text-only mT5-SumeCzech that was
trained on a much larger corpus. To analyze the
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ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
Lead3 14.34 2.14 9.64
Random3 12.52 1.27 8.37
t2t (2018) 11.30 1.00 8.70
mT5-SumeCzech 18.46 4.54 13.33

Table 4: Performance of the text-to-text summarization
models on the test part of SumeCzech (Straka et al.,
2018) for the article→abstract task.

effect of the individual visual features, we report
the results of the MMS model, excluding those
features one by one (see the rows starting with
the "−" sign). The scores indicate that the model
combining all the features is superior.

6.3 Pre-training

Yu et al. (2021) showed that the usage of pre-trained
generative language models is beneficial for multi-
modal summarization. We explored this idea fur-
ther by task-specific pre-training on SumeCzech
(Straka et al., 2018) – a large-scale Czech news
summarization corpus used to fine-tune the mT5
model for summarization (mT5-SumeCzech). We
used the Adafactor (Shazeer and Stern, 2018) op-
timizer with a constant learning rate equal to 5e-4
and trained until ROUGE-L ceased to improve
on the dev-set for 5 consecutive evaluations. To
avoid any training/test data leaks, we excluded
from the mT5-SumeCzech training data the arti-
cles that could appear in MLASK based on the
date of publication (794,018 left, i.e., 92%). Perfor-
mance on the test part of SumeCzech is reported
in Table 4. Based on the results (Table 3, system
MMS + SumeCzech), we can clearly see that the
usage of mT5 fine-tuned for summarization instead
of the raw mT5 boosts the performance on the text
summarization part (test-set ROUGE-1: 18.45 →
19.58, ROUGE-L: 13.42 → 14.30).

6.4 Smooth labels

In Section 4.4, we proposed to use the smooth la-
bels Csmooth during training to overcome the issue
of very similar frames being labeled as positive and
negative examples. Our results (Table 3, system
MMS + SumeCzech + Smooth Labels) indicate
that, indeed, this method helps with the quality of
cover frame selection (test-set CosSim: 0.541 →
0.551, R@10: 0.318 → 0.330). We can also notice
a small improvement (test-set ROUGE-1: 19.58 →
19.74) in the quality of text summarization, which
we attribute to more stabilized training.

For a full comparison, we also include two
variants with masked video features (MMS +
SumeCzech + Smooth Labels + Masked Video and
MMS + Masked Video) – all the video features
are masked with random noise, both during the
training and the evaluation. The frame features
are left intact. Surprisingly, for the variant that was
pre-trained on a large text-only corpus, masking the
video features does not hurt the model performance.
This is, however, the case for the model that did
not go through the task-specific pre-training. After
examining the models, we noticed that the repre-
sentations after the video encoder (Eq. 5) are not
very meaningful, i.e., every segment is mapped to a
similar vector. We believe this is due to the indirect
usage of video representations in the Cross-modal
Interaction Module – too weak learning signal (gra-
dient) is propagated to the video encoder. Consider-
ing the drop in performance for the model without
pre-training, it seems to be the case that the infor-
mation from pre-training and multimodal input is
not completely orthogonal.

7 Human Evaluation

Previous works on VMSMO evaluated the system
performance by employing human judges to as-
sess the quality of generated textual summary: Li
et al. (2020b) measured to what extent the sys-
tem summaries were sufficient to answer questions
generated from the reference summary and ranked
them based on Informativeness, Coherence, and
Succinctness; Fu et al. (2021) scored the system
summaries based on Informativeness and Satisfac-
tion. We believe no prior work employed human
annotators to judge the quality of a chosen cover
frame (pictorial summary) in the context of textual
summary. For the similar task of multimodal sum-
marization with unimodal output, Wan and Bansal
(2022) collected annotations for the subset of the
WikiHow dataset (Yang et al., 2021) that measured
whether the textual output was faithful to the source
pair of document and image.

7.1 Formulation

To evaluate the quality of cover frame selection,
we asked human annotators to judge the quality
and usefulness of an image as a pictorial summary
of the article. 18 human annotators participated.
All were adult, native Czech speakers who read
online news magazines daily. Figure 3 displays a
screenshot of the annotation tool. For each instance,
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the annotation tool used to collect human judgments about the quality and usefulness of
selected cover frame. For convenience, we translated all text into English.

the annotators were asked to rate 3 images on a
scale of 0 to 4 (the higher, the better) in the context
of the article‘s title and the reference summary.
The suggested interpretation of the scale levels was:

0: The picture is not relevant at all or very
marginally (technical quality is not impor-
tant).

1: The image is partly relevant (there is a certain
connection between what it captures and the
content of the text), but technically imperfect
(e.g., blurred, cropped inappropriately, taken
from an inappropriate angle or at an inappro-
priate moment).

2: The image is partly relevant (there is a certain
connection between what it captures and the
text content) and of a good technical quality.

3: The picture is very relevant, but technically
imperfect (e.g., blurred, cropped inappropri-
ately, taken from an inappropriate angle, or at
an inappropriate moment).

4: The picture is both very relevant and of a good
technical quality. It is a suitable cover picture.

7.2 Setup

We randomly chose 300 instances from the
MLASK test-set for annotation and split them into
10 batches of 30 instances. We used the first batch
to measure the inter-annotator agreement, asking
each annotator to score all the instances in the con-
trol batch plus at least in one more.

For each instance, four images were considered
for annotation: the reference picture (denoted as
Reference), a random frame from the video (Ran-
domV output), and the outputs of two test models –
MMS pre-trained on SumeCzech using the smooth
labels (MMS + SumeCzech + Smooth Labels, fur-

Figure 4: Values of Cohen’s κ used to measure the inter-
annotator agreement on the control batch (30 instances).

ther denoted as System A) and the same model with
masking of the video features (MMS + SumeCzech
+ Smooth Labels + Masked Video, further denoted
as System B). See Appendix A for examples.

In the control batch, we always included the
reference picture, hiding the output from one of the
methods in 33% of the cases. In the other batches,
we display 3 out of the 4 images selected randomly.
To avoid a position bias, we shuffle the images
before showing them to the annotator. On average,
we collected 2.5 annotations for each image.

7.3 Results

Figure 4 displays the inter-annotator agreement on
the control batch in the form of a heat map. The
average value of 0.217 indicates a "fair" agreement.
One can notice that three annotators (10, 11, and
13) have a lower average agreement (average below
0.2). We decided to exclude their annotations from
further analysis. By doing so, the average value
of Cohen’s κ increased to 0.26, and the average
number of annotations decreased to 2.2.
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Total Score Adequacy Score
Reference 2.89 ± 0.99 1.64 ± 0.50
RandomV 2.39 ± 1.15 1.44 ± 0.61
System A 2.64 ± 1.10 1.51 ± 0.58
System B 2.66 ± 1.04 1.56 ± 0.52

Table 5: System performance on the task of cover pic-
ture selection. See Section 7.1 for the label description.

In Table 5, we report the system-level averages
of the scores assessed by human annotators (To-
tal Score). On average, the reference picture is
assigned the highest score, and our proposed multi-
modal summarization model performs better than
the random baseline. The results of human assess-
ment confirm our previous findings based on auto-
matic metrics – that the model is not utilizing the
video features in an effective manner. It is worth
noticing, however, that even the reference picture is
not considered very relevant (average score below
3) and that none of the differences are statistically
significant. To examine the stability of the annota-
tion process, we also report the averages (Adequacy
Score) that disregard the quality of the image and
focus only on relevance. We do this by mapping
the labels from Section 7.1, (i.e., 0 → 0; 1 and 2
→ 1; 3 and 4 → 2). The results are in line with the
original ones.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we explored the recently proposed
task of video-based multimodal summarization
with multimodal output. We extended the avail-
able resources to a new language by introduc-
ing a multimodal summarization dataset in Czech.
We explored the pre-training strategies, showing
that transferring knowledge from the simpler, uni-
modal task of text-to-text summarization helps with
the final performance in multimodal settings. We
were also able to show that the usage of inner-
video similarities, via the introduction of smooth
labels during training, helps to stabilize the training.
We conducted a human evaluation of the frame-
selection process to confirm the quality of the pro-
posed multimodal MMS model. Our findings indi-
cate that the MMS model pre-trained on the text-
to-text summarization is not effective in utilizing
video features and that future works should care-
fully examine to what extent the model is able to
make use of multimodal input and whether the im-
provement is orthogonal to e.g., using more data.

Limitations

MLASK dataset collection. While curating the
MLASK dataset, we applied a series of rule-based
filters (Section 3.1) and collected only those docu-
ments that followed a strict HTML structure. No
large-scale human evaluation was applied to check
the data validity. We sampled a random subset of
100 articles and checked the data preparation and
collection manually.

Language and domain bias. We acknowledge that
our findings are based on a single dataset, in a par-
ticular language (Czech) and from a particular do-
main (news articles). Due to the novelty of the task,
previous datasets proposed for VMSMO (Table 2)
are not applicable to our experiments – dataset by
Fu et al. (2021) does not provide single cover pic-
tures, and the datasets by Li et al. (2020b) and
Tang et al. (2022) are not publicly available. We
also acknowledge that due to the data coming from
a particular news provider, it may not be free of
cognitive biases.

Technical requirements. Considering the modular
architecture of the proposed model (Section 4.1),
a modern GPU is required for training (using a
24GB GPU we were able to train with a batch size
of 2). To store the raw MLASK dataset (videos and
images), roughly 750GB of disk space is required.

Human evaluation. While conducting the human
evaluation of cover frame selection, we provided
a detailed set of instructions (Section 7.1) and
used a control batch (30 instances) that was judged
by each annotator to compute the inner-annotator
agreement. Our findings (Table 5) indicate that
there is a certain perception in the data annotation
process that we did not analyze – the gold-standard
reference picture is, on average, judged as only
"partly relevant".
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A Appendix

Below, we attach outputs from the methods that we included in the human evaluation. System A is the
MMS + SumeCzech + Smooth Labels model, and System B is the MMS + SumeCzech + Smooth Labels +
Masked Video one. For convenience, we include both the original texts in Czech and machine translation
to English. The reference text and images were extracted from Novinky.cz.

Reference Pětasedmdesátiletý řidič, který při páteční nehodě v Tatcích na Kolínsku usmrtil tříleté
dítě a druhé vážně zranil, stejně jako jejich matku, je podezřelý z usmrcení z nedbalosti a z
těžkého ublížení na zdraví z nedbalosti. Příčinou nehody byl zřejmě mikrospánek, uvedla
v sobotu v tiskové zprávě policejní mluvčí Vlasta Suchánková.
The 75-year-old driver, who killed a three-year-old child and seriously injured the other,
as well as their mother, in Friday’s accident in Tatky, Cologne, is suspected of negligent
homicide and grievous bodily harm. The cause of the accident was apparently microsleep,
police spokesperson Vlasta Suchánková said in a press release on Saturday.

System A Dva trestné činy usmrcení z nedbalosti vyšetřují od pátečního odpoledne policisté v
Nymburce, kde se srazilo osobní auto s dvěma malými holčičkami. Na dotaz Novinek to ve
čtvrtek řekla mluvčí policie Eva Suchánková.
Two crimes of culpable homicide have been under investigation since Friday afternoon by
police officers in Nymburk, where a car collided with two little girls. Police spokesperson
Eva Suchánková told News on Thursday.

System B Dvě malé holčičky zemřely v pátek odpoledne při nehodě dvou aut na Nymbursku. Jeden
člověk byl vážně zraněn, druhý je ve vážném stavu v nemocnici. Právu to řekla mluvčí
policie Eva Suchánková.
Two little girls died in a two-car accident in Nymburk on Friday afternoon. One person
was seriously injured, the other is in a serious condition in hospital. Police spokesperson
Eva Suchánková told the law.

Table 6: Textual summary – Example 1.

(a) System A (b) System B

(c) Reference (d) Random

Figure 5: Pictorial summary – Example 1.
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Reference Minulý týden v pátek se v Česku začaly oficiálně prodávat nové chytré hodinky Apple
Watch Series 7. Zájem byl tak vysoký, že už po pár hodinách zmizely prakticky všechny
hodinky z pultů českých obchodů. A vše nasvědčuje tomu, že si případní zájemci budou
muset na další várku ještě dlouho počkat.
Last week on Friday, the new Apple Watch Series 7 was officially launched in the Czech
Republic. Interest was so high that after a few hours practically all watches disappeared
from the counters of Czech shops. And all indications are that potential buyers will have
to wait a long time for the next batch.

System A V pátek se začaly oficiálně prodávat nové chytré hodinky od společnosti Apple. Zájem
o novinku byl tak vysoký, že se v některých případech nepodařilo uspokojit všechny
zákazníky, kteří si objednali hodinky s týdenním předstihem.
On Friday, Apple’s new smartwatch officially went on sale. Interest in the new smartwatch
was so high that in some cases it was not possible to satisfy all customers who ordered the
watch a week in advance.

System B Zájem o novou generaci chytrých hodinek Watch Series 7 byl tak vysoký, že se v některých
případech nepodařilo uspokojit všechny zákazníky, kteří si objednali hodinky s týdenním
předstihem. Novinka má být daleko lépe než předchůdce – dostala extrémně tenké rámečky
okolo displeje.
Interest in the new generation of Watch Series 7 smartwatches was so high that in some
cases it failed to satisfy all customers who ordered a watch a week in advance. The novelty
is supposed to be far better than its predecessor – it got extremely thin frames around the
display.

Table 7: Textual summary – Example 2.

(a) System A (b) System B

(c) Reference (d) Random

Figure 6: Pictorial summary – Example 2.
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Reference Ze století páry rovnou do 21. století. Tak by měla vypadat proměna hlavního brněnského
nádraží. Ze současného místa v centru města by se mělo nádraží přesunout o několik
set metrů, kde vznikne nový komplex na zelené louce. Jeho podoba by měla být z pera
architektů nizozemského ateliéru Benthem Crouwel Architects.
From the century of steam straight into the 21st century. This is what the transformation of
Brno’s main railway station should look like. From its current location in the city centre,
the station should be moved a few hundred metres to create a new green meadow complex.
Its design should be from the architects of the Dutch studio Benthem Crouwel Architects.

System A Nové hlavní nádraží v Brně by mělo přijít na 50 miliard korun. Vítězný ateliér má
zkušenosti z Nizozemska, Nizozemska nebo Nizozemska.
The new main railway station in Brno should cost CZK 50 billion. The winning studio
has experience from the Netherlands, the Netherlands or the Netherlands.

System B Nové hlavní nádraží v Brně by mělo být hotové do roku 2035. Vítězný ateliér, který má s
nádražím bohatou zkušenost, dostal od města peníze za 50 miliard korun.
The new main railway station in Brno should be ready by 2035. The winning studio,
which has extensive experience with the station, received money from the city worth CZK
50 billion.

Table 8: Textual summary – Example 3.

(a) System A (b) System B

(c) Reference (d) Random

Figure 7: Pictorial summary – Example 3.
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